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A HOUSE DIVIDEDLife is close to perfect for the Reverend Curtis Black and his wife,

Charlotte--except their son Matthew and his girlfriend, Racquel, are about to become parents at the

tender age of eighteen. Even though Curtis and Charlotte wish Matthew could focus on Harvard

instead of fatherhood, they are determined to welcome their new grandson with open arms. But for

Charlotte, welcoming her future in-laws is another story. Try as she might, Charlotte can't stand

Racquel's mother, Vanessa--and the feeling appears to be mutual.When the tension between

Charlotte and Vanessa finally erupts, the stress sends an already-fragile Racquel into early labor.

Everyone is quick to blame Charlotte, including Matthew and Curtis. That her own husband would

side with someone else infuriates Charlotte and strains the relationship they've only recently been

able to repair. Her one ally is Racquel's father, but that brings problems of its own.While Charlotte

schemes against Vanessa, Curtis is consumed with his own concerns about Deliverance Outreach.

A mysterious figure from his past has been sending Curtis cryptic messages threatening to take

away Curtis's coveted position as senior pastor and destroy everything he has worked so hard for.

But who could hate Curtis that much? And how can he fight an enemy he can't even name?Times

of trouble are descending upon the Black family in more ways than one. Will they be able to

overcome their challenges and stand together against someone who could take it all away? Or is

the Black family finally out of miracles?
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I love, love, love Mrs Roby and all her works. She is very talented. Her creativity is a gift from God. I

have been reading her novels since Behind Closed Doors. I love the Curtis Black series and never

grow tired of his storylines. Given the fact that he's done sooo much dirt you never know what

secrets are going to pop out of the woodworks. Keep 'em coming. Can't wait for the next installment.

I don't even know if the book had merit since I couldn't get past the narration. Horrible. I have

listened to other books where the narrator had wasn't good due to swallowing, but this was just too

much. Thank goodness Audible offers the option to return books or I would be very upset with using

my credit for this book. This is the first book that I have listened to with this narrator and the last no

matter how much I enjoy the author, I will have to get this book on kindle in order to find out what

happens with the Blacks.

I always look forward to the next installment in the Reverend Curtis Black series and this one was

just as good as all the others before it. Ms. Roby is one of my favorite writers. The content and

quality of her novels makes them inspiring and a pleasure to read.

I enjoyed this book and the new characters. Charlotte is a totally mess! I was not too found of the

abrupt ending but it will make a good follow up. Something tells me Matthew and Rachel will not

remain happily married for long. I have all from this series and i am always anxious for next

installment!

I'm a firm believer that people can change, for the better that is. We sometimes have to learn our

lessons the hard way, that we cannot always have what we want when we want it, especially at the

cost of hurting others along the way. The saying is certainly true; "what goes around, comes

around" ~ And, God don't like ugly. There's a great lesson to be learned in this novel, "Do unto

others as you would have them do unto you". Please read this novel, I don't think you'll be

disappointed, but you be the judge.Happy Reading.LNichols

A House Divided was a very interesting novel. Charlotte is, as always a mess. She stops at nothing

to get what she wants. When will she learn that karma is a you-know-what. Curtis learned the hard

way that you can't treat people like crap and think you are getting away with it. He had to learn this

the hard way. My heart went out to Matthew and Racquel. They were too young to have so much



drama in their lives. If you have not read this book, I highly recommend you do. You won't be

disappointed!

At this point I did not think Curtis could muster up any new secrets, boy was I wrong! A House

Divided does not disappoint with its twists and scandalous characters. Matthew's son is born and

this is when all the trouble begins. Matthew's mother Charlotte is so obsessed with MJ she begins to

think that he is her son. Charlotte may think that she will control MJ but his other family has

something to say about that. After much bickering between the 2 families Matthews girlfriend goes

into early labor.Charlotte then plots to take MJ away from his family, so she devises a plan to get rid

of the other family from MJ's life. Not only is Charlotte plotting to destroy their family but she wants

them away from her family completely. While Charlotte is deep with thoughts of destruction, Curtis is

faced with a demon of his past.Curtis & Charlotte have placed so much turmoil on their family that

this may be the breaking point. Matthew has experienced his fair share of scandals but this may be

the one that ends everything.

What a page turner thank you again for bringing the characters to life. I can't wait for the next book

to see what Matthew will do. Phenomenal Diva's bookclub. Houston, Texas
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